
FusionFox Global Talent 360 Cloud 
PERFORMANCE AND REWARDS

FusionFox Talent 360 Performance and Reward Management module 
includes employee performance 360 review that helps organizations 
collect feedback on employee performance and behavior from managers, 
HR, Peers and Direct Reports. Other than feedback based performance 
indicators, you can setup goal based indicators which can be measured 
based on achievements in the given period of time. Performance reviews 
are important as it help organizations measure individual achievements 
and contributions so that they can decide who to keep, reward or identify 
who needs further training or development.


Managers can also assign tasks to the team members or delegate work  

responsibilities to be completed in the given time-frame and measure 
employee performance based on that. Performance ratings can also be 
given against the task or work delegated in order to measure efficiency 

and timeline performance.

Flexible Performance Indicator and Goal Setup 

Evaluation Scale and Rating Criteria Setup 

Setup KPI Type Such as Job, Behavior, Leadership etc 

Group Performance indicator and Goals 

Link Goals or Performance Indicators to Position 

Managers can assign periodic goals to the team members 

Employees can update their achievements against the goals


Initiate performance review of multiple employees in one plan 

Single interface to provide feedback on multiple employees 

Allocate weight to each performance indicator 

Appraiser type wise weight setup e.g. Manager, HR, Peer etc 

Automatically finalize ratings based on weight and feedback 

Innovative Performance Analytics to measure performance 

Dashboard to watch top performance in the organization 

Position and Department wise performance analysis


Request for Feedback on Employee 

Individual can submit feedback against the request 

Setup reward matrix based on performance review ratings 

Managers can view overall team performance and feedback 

Drill down into achievement data using data analytics

KEY FEATURESFeedback and Achievement Based Reviews 

You can separate performance indicators based on their types such 
as feedback based or achievement based. Managers can assign 
performance goals and targets to their respective team members 
and assess performance based on the achievements in the given 
review period.

Powerful KPI Configuration Engine 

Create your own KPI library or import from your existing system, you 
can set position wise review criteria and KPI list. You can define weight 
percent for each KPI  and further breakdown by reviewers incase 
multiple people need to provide feedback and ratings. You can also 
configure feedback rating approach using review scale setup and link 
those to each KPI that needs to follow that scale to obtain feedback

360 Degree Performance Review 

Performance 360 review will enable your employees to do self appraisal, 
appraisal by managers, peers, direct reports, other managers and third 
parties. You can set feedback requirements and criteria for each KPI as 
to who all needs to provide feedback.

Integrated Reward Matrix 

Create reward matrix and set rules so that reward plans can be executed 
based on performance review final ratings. System can generate pay 
revision advice and send it to the concerned persons to further effect in 
the payroll system



Multi Lingual 

All the applications in FusionFox are Multi lingual and user can set lingual 
preferences in user profile to access application in the preferred language. 
One can also select language in the application login page and access 
application in that language. Global organizations need flexibility as different 
country employees may use the same application in the local language.

Data Privacy and Security 

FusionFox supports SSO (single sign-on) and two step authentication. It 
is also addressing data privacy laws and compliance with recent GDPR 
guidelines. This allows employees to decide what personal information 
they wish to share or withdraw from the employee database maintained 
by the organizations they are employed with.

On Amazon (AWS) Cloud 

This is available on Amazon cloud but can also be deployed on any other 
public or private cloud. FusionFox use service oriented architecture that 
makes it easy ti integrate with any other systems using our build-in APIs 
or custom web services.

Product Sitelink.     https://www.fusionfox.info/performance360


Screen Story:          https://www.fusionfox.info/tpm-screen-story


Video Demo:           https://www.fusionfox.info/tpm-video


Contact Email         talent360@fusionfox.info
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